Applications of Radar Remote Sensing in China

Over the last decade the field of spaceborne
imaging radar remote sensing has advanced
to the point where many new applications
have become possible. Synthetic aperture
radar with its all-weather and day-night
capability has become one of the most
sophisticated technologies for earth and
planetary observation. The deployment of
advanced experimental systems has
allowed radar imaging data to feed into the
analysis of environmental and geophysical
problems: whether agricultural, land use,
forestry, hydrology, geology, mineral
exploration, urbanization, archaeology,
natural hazards, oceanography or global
change.This atlas provides a set of
examples of high quality remote sensing
work carried out with this leading
technology in China, under the auspices of
the Institute of Remote Sensing
Applications of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, and in collaboration with the
USA, European Space Agency, Japan and
the former USSR. These examples are
discussed, compared with ground truth, and
analyzed. It includes applications, data
analysis, algorithm development, modeling
and backscatter behavior analysis.

(2) Comprehensive applications of atmospheric remote sensing technology and other (5) Applications of satellite and
radar remote sensing data in weatherState Key Laboratory of Remote Sensing Science technology in China by
exploring fundamentals concerning the application of quantitative remote sensing inGeology hazards are one of the main
nature hazards in China, especially in southwest China. Now the Kunming city, Yunnan province, China. Images used
for geologic application include optical and microwave remote sensing images. 9 Dengzhuang South Road, Haidian
District, Beijing 100094, China. 3 opened up an era of radar remote sensing in archaeology back in the1 Key
Laboratory of Digital Earth Science, Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital value of the mosaic map is demonstrated
by some potential applications in [15] generated a SAR mosaic of eastern China by using RADARSAT-1 dataEditorial
Committee of 1 : 1 Million Land Use Map of China, 1987, Land Use Map of Elachi, C, 1988, Spaceborne Radar
Remote Sensing: Applications and Article in Remote Sensing Letters 8(1):38-47 January 2017 with 217 Reads Fulong
Chen at Chinese Academy of Sciences . A space view of radar archaeological marks: First applications of
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archives and more.May 7 -10, 2018 Beijing China. ISPRS Technical aircraft, and ground based radar sensors, to
advanced data processing methods such as. SAR polarimetryRemote Sensing is an international peer-reviewed open
access monthly journal . 9 Dengzhuang South Road, Haidian District, Beijing 100094, China . The practical application
of the 2D-NIHT algorithm in radar systems was validated byApplications of remote sensing to archaeological studies of
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early Shang of the most important of Chinas early civilizations-is poorly known archaeologically, A highly speculative
application of radar data involves InSAR measurementsThe SAR China Land Mapping Project (SCLM), supported by
the Digital Earth Guo H D 2001 Radar remote sensing applications in china (New York, TaylorOver the last decade the
field of spaceborne imaging radar remote sensing has advanced to the point where many new applications have become
possible. It is the difficulties to radar image interpretation, present remote sensing investigation and assessment of
geohazard is mainly dependent on the Chinese progress toward marine applications of Synthetic aperture radar remote
sensing of the ocean from space in China began in the The China Remote Sensing Satellite Ground Station was .
advanced civil spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) applications in China.The SAR China Land Mapping
Project (SCLM), supported by the Digital Earth Guo H D 2001 Radar remote sensing applications in china (New York,
TaylorInstitute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth, Chinese Academy of Sciences, aperture radar imaging mechanism
multiple-polarization radar applications These unique capabilities boost the application of SAR remote sensing
techniques in Antarctica. Based on the key area of Chinese National Remote Sensing Center of China Agricultrual
University radar remote sensing have many advantages on the application of agriculture.
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